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INTRODUCTION
The Lawrence Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 2800) is located on the
Merrimack River in Lawrence, Massachusetts. The project’s license includes provisions
for the design and installation of upstream and downstream fish passage facilities at the
project, and for evaluating the effectiveness of the installed fish passage facilities for
passing upstream and downstream migrating anadromous fish species.
Lawrence Hydroelectric Associates (LHA), owner of the Lawrence Project and the
member agencies of the Policy and Technical Committees for the Restoration of
Anadromous Fish to the Merrimack River (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Forest
Service, National Marine Fisheries Service, Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries,
Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife and the New Hampshire Fish and
Game Department - hereinafter referred to as the "Fishery Agencies") agree that
ensuring safe and effective upstream and downstream passage at the project is critical
to the success of the Federal and state efforts to restore Atlantic salmon, American shad
and other anadromous fish species to the Merrimack River Basin.
Therefore, all parties agree that this Comprehensive Fish Passage Plan is needed to
establish an agreed-to schedule and procedure for operation of the fish passage
facilities, and for resolving fish passage issues at the project. All parties agree that this
plan should be submitted to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission for
incorporation into the project license in order to establish a definitive procedure and
schedule for further evaluations and passage facility installation and modification.
The original Comprehensive Fish Passage Plan for this project was filed with the FERC
on January 5, 1993. On September 18, 1997 the FERC sent a letter to the licensee
requesting that the Comprehensive Plan be revised and updated to include studies and
facility modifications undertaken since the plan was originally issued.
The provisions of this plan are divided into upstream and downstream fish passage
issues. The first subsection for each of these sections deals with standard, ongoing fish
passage operations protocols.

The second subsection provides a review of fish

passage studies undertaken at the project since this plan was originally issued, and
facility modifications undertaken as a result of those studies.
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I.

UPSTREAM PASSAGE

A.

BASIC OPERATIONS PROTOCOLS

1.

Fish Lift Operations

Operation of the fish lift will commence as reasonably requested by the Fishery
Agencies on or about May 1 of each year. However, based on downriver observations,
river conditions (flow and temperatures), or other appropriate information, the Lawrence
fish lift may begin operation at an earlier or later date upon timely and reasonable
notification by the Fishery Agencies. To the extent safely possible, the fishway shall be
operational at all river flows from 500 cfs up to 25,000 cfs.
Upon commencement of fish passage operations, the fish lift will be operated on a daily
basis. LHA agrees to ensure that station staff is available and made responsible for all
fish passage operations as reasonably requested by the Fishery Agencies.

The

attraction water flow for the fish lift of 120 cfs will be engaged at 6:00 AM each lift day
with the first lift occurring as requested by the cooperating Fishery Agencies. Attraction
water may be suspended following the final lift on any particular lift day, except during
periods of spill if agreed to by the Fishery Agencies. Daily duration and frequency of fish
lifts will be determined by the Fishery Agencies personnel responsible for counting fish
and collecting data. The Fishery Agencies will provide LHA with reasonable advance
notification of required schedules. Both parties recognize that the movement of fish will
dictate changes that are needed, including changes that occur during a lift day. Fish
lifting will normally continue through mid to late July depending on fish movement, flows,
and water temperatures. Following cessation of the spring/early summer fish passage
operations, periodic fish passage operations may be required during the August/early
September period as agreed to by both parties. From mid-September through October,
daily fish passage operations will be required for Atlantic salmon passage and trapping,
with the duration and frequency of fish lifts determined by the Fishery Agencies.
Following internal lift efficiency studies in 1995 (NAI February 1996; see below), LHA
and the Fishery Agencies agreed that entrance weir 2 would be closed off for the
present, since operation of this weir resulted in a net loss of fish entering the lower
fishway (i.e., more fish exited than entered through weir 2). The Fishery Agencies have
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reserved the right to have weir #2 re-opened and operated at combined flows up to 200
cfs in the future, if shad and herring runs exceed the capacity of weir 1.
The fish lift will be operated by LHA generally between 8:00 AM and 4:00 PM. Exact
hours of operation and the number of lifts per day will be determined each year in
consultation with the Fishery Agencies.

Hours of operation will be reassessed

periodically and may be modified within or between years based on experience.
LHA will coordinate project operations and construction activities with the Fishery
Agencies to ensure that monitoring and salmon trap and transport may be adequately
performed. LHA will provide as needed, electrical power, lights, telephone connection
and maintenance to the fish trap, fish lift, entrance weirs and appurtenant structures to
assist the Fishery Agencies fish counting and trapping activities.
LHA will conduct all routine maintenance and minor repairs (repairs that require stopping
fish passage operations and that are not of a significant nature) after fish passage
operations have ceased for any particular day.

However, maintenance and minor

repairs that can be initiated without disrupting fish passage operations should be
completed as soon as possible. LHA agrees to minimize, to the extent possible, repairs
that necessitate shutdown of the lift during normal lift operation periods.
LHA agrees to implement the maintenance and equipment inventory plan, a copy of
which is attached to this plan as Appendix II.
2.

Operations Logs

The Fisheries Agencies and LHA will jointly develop protocols and log forms for
recording accurate data on fish lift operations.

Operation logs will be available for

Fishery Agency inspection and copies will be made available to the Fishery Agencies
within 30 days of request.
3.

Fishery Statistics

The Fishery Agencies will be responsible for monitoring fish passage at the Lawrence
fish lift and will maintain a formal fish sampling protocol, for the collection of statistical
data (length, weight, sex, and scale samples for aging) on Atlantic salmon, American
shad, river herring, or other important fish species. This information will normally be
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provided annually to LHA within 30 days of its request. The extent and nature of fishery
statistics collection may be re-evaluated and modified by the Fishery Agencies and LHA
in the future.
B.

SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1.

Summary of Studies Completed

The following studies of the upstream passage facilities at the Lawrence Project have
been completed:
Normandeau Associates, Inc. (NAI). January 1996. Lawrence Hydroelectric Project
Upstream Fish Passage Efficiency Study 29 May – 16 June 1993.
Major Findings:
•
•
•

•

The internal efficiency of the Lawrence fish lift for passing adult American shad
was studied using underwater videography.
The system was studied in its original design configuration, i.e., with both
entrance weirs operating, 200 cfs attraction flow, and a 12 inch ‘V’ trap crowder
gate configuration.
The internal lift efficiency for shad was 10%. However, because shad would
make repeated attempts before being lifted (on average 33 attempts), the overall
lift efficiency for shad was 30%. It took an average of 5 days for shad to be lifted
upstream.
Internal lift efficiency for adult Atlantic salmon was 5%.

Study Conclusions & Recommendations:
•

Problem areas identified in the fish lift system which may limit efficiency included
the crowder gates, attraction flow entering the fishway downstream of the
crowder gates, entrained air in the attraction water, and a low velocity “resting
area” downstream of the crowder gates.

Follow-Up Actions:
•

See below.

NAI. February 1996. Lawrence Hydroelectric Project Internal Fish Lift Efficiency
Monitoring Program Spring 1994 and 1995.
Major Findings:
•
•

The internal efficiency of the Lawrence fish lift for passing adult American shad
was studied using underwater videography.
The system was tested using several modifications, including closing off entrance
weir 2, attraction flow reduced to 100 cfs, a prototype brail floor was installed
downstream of the crowder gate, the main entrance channel was split in half, and
the crowder was fished with only one gate open.
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Internal efficiency was much higher with the prototype modifications, reaching as
high as 72%
Changing crowder gate openings did not significantly affect passage efficiency.

Study Conclusions & Recommendations:
• The lift system should be operated using weir 1 only, and weir 2 should be closed
off;
• The total system flow should be reduced from 200 cfs to 100 cfs, and air
entrained in the attraction flow should be eliminated;
• The main entrance channel should be split in half to reduce the area that shad
can congregate in downstream of the crowder gate;
• The crowder should be fished using a single crowder gate, keeping one gate
partially open;
• A brail floor should be installed between the crowder gate and entrance weir 1, to
further restrict congregation of fish in that area;
• A constant water flow should be provided to the hopper to prevent mortality due
to overcrowding.
Follow-Up Actions:
The following system modifications were installed during spring, 1997, following
Fishery Agency consultation:
• Entrance weir 2 was closed off and a cut-off wall was installed at the junction of
the two entrance channel. This cut-off wall also reduces the width of the
entrance channel downstream of the crowder gate.
• The total attraction flow was reduced to 100 cfs.
• The fishing position of the crowder gates was moved as far downstream as
possible;
• The crowder gate closing mechanism was modified to allow for faster closing of
the gates, and to allow for variable crowder gate openings;
• A false floor was installed between the crowder gate and entrance weir 1 to
prevent fish from congregating in a low-velocity refuge in that area.
• Aeration in the fish lift attraction water was significantly reduced.

2.

Future Studies

If deemed necessary, LHA will develop a plan and schedule for evaluating the impact of
the project's operations and structures on upstream anadromous fish passage in the
project tailrace/tailwater in consultation with the Fishery Agencies.

Development of

plans and schedules for any such evaluations may be eliminated upon mutual
agreement between of Fishery Agencies and LHA.
During each lifting season, Fishery Agency personnel overseeing fish counts and lift
operations will observe normal lift operations and fish behavior at the fishway entrance,
gates and other structures, to acquire information concerning the response of fish to
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project and passage facility operations. Fishery Agency personnel will inform project
supervisors or managers of any operational problems observed at the lift.
The plans and schedules for performing any future observations of fish passage and fish
lift system operations will be developed by the LHA and the Fishery Agencies. These
plans will be finalized prior to May 1 of each year.
Any measures proposed by LHA or ordered by the FERC to enhance upstream fish
passage will be implemented according to a schedule agreed to by the Fishery Agencies
and LHA or as ordered by the FERC.
3.

Sturgeon Evaluations

Any assessments or other activities by LHA regarding potential impacts of the Lawrence
Hydroelectric facility on shortnose and Atlantic sturgeon are currently indefinitely
deferred.

Further consideration of this issue may be warranted in the future, if

information becomes available which indicates a need for evaluation.1
II.

DOWNSTREAM PASSAGE

A.

BASIC OPERATIONS PROTOCOLS

1.

Downstream Bypass Facility

The downstream bypass facility was completed during the summer of 1992.

The

downstream bypass facility will be operated annually for juvenile clupeids, Atlantic
salmon smolts, and adult clupeids.
During initial operation of the bypass facility in the fall of 1992, the bypass could not be
properly operated at its high design flow of 160 cfs, due to the presence of a steel ogee
spillway section below the flap gate. This section, which was provided for low (20 cfs)
flow operation in conjunction with the operation of a future attraction water turbine, was
subsequently removed. Additional observations of the operation of the bypass facility,
with the ogee spillway section removed, were conducted during 1993 (see below).

1

For example, studies were recently undertaken on the Connecticut River investigating sturgeon
movements and spawning sites and their relationships to dams and river flows.
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The bypass will be operated on a 24 hour basis from April 1 through July 15, and in the
fall from September 1 to November 15. The operating schedule (regarding dates and
hours of operation) may be modified upon mutual agreement between the Fishery
Agencies and LHA, or by FERC order, based on information that indicates that such
changes are warranted.2
When over 50 multi-sea winter salmon are given access to, or are transported to,
spawning grounds upstream of the Lawrence Project, LHA will operate downstream
passage facilities for sea-run kelts on a schedule cooperatively developed by the Fishery
Agencies and LHA, or upon FERC order.
2.

South Canal Closure

The South Canal will be closed annually during the spring and fall outmigration seasons.
The South Canal will be closed each year after the 3-day average Merrimack River flow
(as recorded at USGS gage No. 01000000, Merrimack River below Concord River)
drops to 12,000 cfs or lower. The South Canal may be reopened on July 15. In the fall,
the South Canal will be closed from September 1 to November 15.3
The canal closure schedule and re-opening provisions can be modified in the future by
mutual agreement between LHA and the Fishery Agencies, or by FERC order based on
new information.
B.

SPECIAL EVALUATIONS

1.

Summary of Studies Conducted to Date

The following studies of the downstream fish bypass facility have been completed at the
Lawrence Project:
Normandeau Associates, Inc. (NAI). July 1994. Use of the Fish Bypass System at the
Lawrence Hydroelectric Project During Spring 1993.
2

Ongoing fish passage studies to be carried out as part of this agreement and other studies
being conducted throughout the Merrimack and Connecticut River Basins may provide
information that can refine bypass operation schedules.

3

In comments on the pending license applications for the Aquamac and Merrimac Projects
(FERC No.’s 2927 and 2928, respectively), the U.S. Department of the Interior recommended
that the South Canal remain closed throughout the summer months to further protect
outmigrating anadromous species.
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Major Findings:
•

The Lawrence bypass was very effective in passing spent adult American shad
downstream. Of 8,599 adult shad lifted upstream of the Lawrence Project during
1993, 1,564 (18%) passed downstream through the Lawrence bypass after
completing their spawning run. The bypass was sampled only 30% of the time
during this period.

•

Peak passage rates for river herring and salmon smolts were 33 fish/hour and
1.2 fish/hour, respectively. Passage rates for salmon were probably higher due
to problems with the bypass net.

•

The highest passage rates for Atlantic salmon, American shad and river herring
occurred when bypass flows were between 40 and 80 cfs.

•

Passage rates were greatest when the triple leaf gate at the entrance to the
downstream bypass was set in a spill mode, which prevented fish from escaping
back into the forebay and increased entrance velocities.

Conclusions & Recommendations:
•

The Lawrence fish bypass effectively passes adult American shad and river
herring and salmon smolts.

•

The bypass should be operated with the triple leaf gate at the entrance set in a
spill mode.

Follow-Up Actions:
•

Triple leaf gate at the bypass entrance is set in a spill mode during normal
operations.

NAI. August 1994. Use of the Fish Bypass at the Lawrence Hydroelectric Facility
During Fall 1993.
Major Findings:
•

Percent use of the downstream fish bypass by juvenile clupeids (shad, alewives
and blueback herring) was conservatively estimated at 67.4% and 42.5% during
two separate tests. respectively.

•

Juvenile clupeids moved downstream predominantly between dusk and midnight.

•

Juvenile clupeids began emigrating at water temperatures below 20ºC, and
peaked at temperatures between 12º and 10ºC. Emigration continued into the
second week of November.

•

Increases in river flow were usually followed by an increase in bypass usage.

Conclusions & Recommendations:
•

The Lawrence fish bypass effectively passes juvenile American shad and river
herring.

Follow-Up Actions:
•

None
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NAI. February 1996. Downstream Passage routes of Radio-Tagged Atlantic Salmon
Smolts at the Lowell and Lawrence Hydroelectric Projects on the Merrimack River.
Major Findings:
•

Downstream passage routes used by salmon smolts at the Lowell and Lawrence
Projects was assessed using radio telemetry. Smolts used in this study were
both hatchery reared and wild (captured in the Project’s forebay areas). A total
of 49 fish were released upstream of Lowell and 47 were released upstream of
Lawrence.

•

The majority of salmon smolts passed both projects through the turbines. At
Lawrence, 21 passed through the turbine and 1 (5%) used the bypass.

•

Of the 22 fish that passed the Lawrence Project, 77% continued downstream
movement 2 miles below the project.

•

The hatchery-reared salmon apparently had not smoltified, which may explain
why the majority of fish did not pass the project. This is supported by the fact
that wild fish passed the project more readily than hatchery-reared fish.

•

The majority of fish that passed through the facility did so at night.

Conclusions & Recommendations:
•

None.

Follow-Up Actions:
•

2.

None.

Future Facility Monitoring

LHA will continue to consult with the Fishery Agencies regarding the need for any such
studies. If deemed necessary, LHA will develop a plan and schedule for evaluating the
efficiency of the downstream passage facility in consultation with the Fishery Agencies.
Development of plans and schedules for any such evaluations may be eliminated upon
mutual agreement between of Fishery Agencies and LHA.
The plans and schedules for performing any future observations of fish passage and fish
bypass system operations will be developed by LHA and the Fishery Agencies. These
plans will be finalized prior to May 1, each year.
Any measures proposed by LHA or ordered by the FERC to enhance upstream fish
passage will be implemented according to a schedule agreed to by the Fishery Agencies
and LHA or as ordered by the FERC.
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FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS

LHA agrees to undertake reasonable improvements in the facility and/or its operation
based on the results of any future evaluations or monitoring.

Any proposed

modifications will be completed in consultation with the Fishery Agencies.
V.

FERC APPROVAL

This Comprehensive Plan will be submitted to the FERC for its approval and for
incorporation of the provisions of the plan in the subject license.
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APPENDIX I
LAWRENCE HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT
ANNUAL SCHEDULE OF FISH PASSAGE EVENTS

APRIL 1
• Downstream passage facility opened.
mid-APRIL
• Pre-startup inspection of fish passage facilities by LHA and Fishery Agency
personnel.
APRIL - MAY
• South Canal at Lawrence closed when the 3-day average Merrimack River flow
drops to 12,000 cfs or lower.
MAY 1
• Lawrence Fish Lift begins operation. Day of first operation may vary year-to-year,
depending upon Fishery Agency notification.
MAY – JUNE
• Agency/LHA cooperative evaluation of fish lift.
LATE JUNE to EARLY JULY
• Upstream Passage Facilities closed upon notification from Fishery Agencies.
JULY 15
• Downstream passage facility closed. South Canal may be reopened at the option of
LHA and Merrimac Paper Company.
SUMMER / FALL
• The fish lift may be periodically operated from its spring/summer closing into the fall
for upstream salmon passage and trapping, upon request by the Fishery Agencies.
Summer/Fall operation dependent upon the need for upstream passage.
SEPTEMBER 1
• Downstream fish bypass opened and South Canal closed.
NOVEMBER 15
• South Canal reopened and fish bypass closed.
FALL
• Joint coordinating meeting between LHA and Fishery Agencies to discuss any
operational issues which may have developed during the preceding passage
season, and any follow-up actions required.
ALL YEAR
• Facility modifications and operational changes as identified by previous evaluations.

•

Reasonable modifications to project structures or operations, that are identified
during operations or monitoring will be implemented as identified in reports, plans or
FERC orders.
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APPENDIX II
LAWRENCE FISH PASSAGE FACILITY MAINTENANCE PLAN

Revised September 1999

The following is a working document intended to reflect LHA’s philosophy toward
maintaining and operating the fish passage facilities at the Lawrence Project.

•

Prior to startup of each fish passage season a thorough inspection and test of the
facility will be performed.

•

Should a breakdown occur during the passage season every reasonable effort will
be made to complete the repair in a timely fashion.

•

As soon as possible after the close of the fall fish passage season agency
representatives will be notified when the facilities are dewatered. An inspection will
be performed and a site specific punch list created.

SPARE FISHWAY PARTS LISTING
LAWRENCE HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT

MECHANICAL
Parts on hand:
•
•
•
•

Master links for Crowder Chain
Master links for Main Hopper Chain
Hopper Wheel
Spare limit switch parts

Parts to be ordered or replaced:
•

In most cases, mechanical parts can be delivered overnight, or purchased locally.
As the search continues, parts that should be stocked by LHA will be purchased and
this list updated.

ELECTRICAL
Parts on hand:
Main Hoist:
• Brake Contactor
• Control Transformer
• Rectifier Bridge
Small Hoists:
• Trolley Contactor
• Hoist Contactor
• Control Transformer
• Main Contactor
• Push-button Switch
• Spare Contact Sets
• Overload Heaters
• Rectifier Bridge
• Limit Switches
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Parts to be ordered:
Main Hoist:
• Trolley Contactor
• Hoist Contactor
Note 1: Rewind service for the hoist motors can be obtained locally with a 1 to 2 day
turnaround. Our current objective is to identify all common components and order
spares accordingly.
Note 2: Our focus has been on those parts that can be stocked, and the stocking of
those parts. As we progress the more long lead time items will be addressed.
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FISHWAY O&M LIST
LAWRENCE HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT
FALL
_____ 1) Address all items listed on agency-provided Punch List
_____ 2) De-water upper channel, clean and make any necessary repairs.
_____ 3) De-water lower channel, clean and make any necessary repairs.
_____ 4) Inspect flow direction vanes in attraction water chamber, clean and repair as
necessary.
_____ 5) Inspect floor grating over attraction water chamber to verify that fish cannot
pass through grating, and that grating is firmly attached to floor.
_____ 6) Inspect all floor grating and crowder brailles in entrance and exit channels to
verify that fish cannot pass through any openings, and that the grating/ braille
is firmly attached to the floor or wall.
SPRING
_____ 1) Complete punch list items, if not finished.
_____ 2) Grease all bearings, gears, gearboxes and chains where applicable in the
following:
_____ a) Attraction water gates
_____ b) Crowder
_____ c) Separation Gate
_____ d) Hopper Lift Mechanism
_____ e) Hopper door
_____ f) Fish trapping door and mechanisms
_____ g) Attraction water inlet gate operators
_____ 3) Clean and lubricate gate stems
_____ 4) Clean fish counting room, including windows and paint reflector.
_____ 5) Hoist inspection by Dwight Foote or other reputable company.
_____ 6) De-water lower channel if possible and clean.
_____ 7) Test run all equipment for proper operation, adjust if needed.
_____ 8) Install Trash Boom at exit channel
_____ 9) Calibrate differential gages at fishway entrances.
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APPENDIX III
AGENCY CONSULTATION
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Dear Mr. Engel:
This responds to the revised design plans for permanent upstream passage facilities for American
eel at the Lawrence Hydroelectric Project, and plans for upstream passage operations and
fishway entrance modifications of American shad and other species at the Lowell Project. both
We
located on the Merrimack River in Lawrence and Lowell, Massachusetts, respectively.
received these plans by electronic mail on April 10, 2012.

We have completed our review and coordinated this response with the Massachusetts Division of
Fisheries and Wildlife, Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries, New Hampshire Fish and
Game Department and National Marine Fisheries Service. The design drawings for eel passage
measures at Lawrence were also reviewed by Dr. Alex Haro of the U. S. Geological Service's
S.O. Conte Anadromous Fish Research Center.
Lawrence Eel Ladder

The submitted drawings, dated April 3, 2012, depict a permanent eel ladder to be located in thc
pool below the south end of the dam that is perched on ledge above the normal tailwater
elevation. The drawings include revisions that the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and other
agencies requested on a conference call between ENEL and the resource agencies on April 2.
2012. The requested and indicated changes include a separate attraction water source to
discharge at the bottom end of the eelway) and use of Milieu substrate for the bed of the ramp
sections. The drawings also include data on dimensions and elevations not included in the
preliminary drafts of this design.

It is understood that a range of eehway flows and attraction flows are indicated on the drawings.
and that these operational flows will be determined during field testing of the facility. As
discussed on our conference call on April 2, 2012, some form of evaluation of the eelway's
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Mr. Victor Engel
May 2, 2012
effectiveness will be needed. This could entail a mark-recapture approach or closing off a
holding area just outside the eelway entrance and releasing a known number of eels into the
The protocol and timing of this evaluation will require additional consultation
holding area.
between ENEL and the resource agencies.
Lowell Shad Passu e Im rovements
Given the ongoing problems with fish passage effectiveness at Lowell, and limited time this
spring to implement substantial structural changes at the site, ENEL is proposing two measures
to improve passage this year: prioritization of higher fishway attraction flows. and entrance
guidance screens.

The agencies have asked for flows to be increased to the extent possible to increase the entrance
jet out of the fishway entrance. FNEL and the agencies agreed to conduct an on-site revieiv of
the entrance gate and flows on April 30, 2012 to reach agreement on gate and attraction tlow
protocols. That review was completed with John Warner of this office, Service fishway engineer
Bryan Sojkowski, and representatives from the National Marine Fisheries Service and the
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries. The outcome was an operation protocol for ENEL
staff to follow for the upstream fishway as follows:

- keep the "150 valve" attraction flow at 75 percent open;
- keep the "50 valve" attraction flow setting at 18" of stem;
- continue keeping the fishway entrance gate fully open,
monitor the differential regularly; and
if/when the tailrace elevation falls due to lower river flow and differential exceeds
reduce the "50 valve" flow to achieve differentials of less than or equal to 10'.
—

-

ENEL also agreed to record site parameters
would be collected include:
—headpond

daily and setting changes when made.

10-. slov

ly

Data that

elevation;

- forebay elevation;
- tailwater Elevation;
- entrance gate setting;
- differential at entrance gate;
- "50 valve" setting; and
- "150 valve" setting.
We also recommend that the turbine discharge flow and MW power output be recorded. We
request that this information be provided on a weekly or bi-weekly basis, along with fish passage
data, so we can understand how operations change over the season. Based on this information.
we may conduct another site visit to observe operational settings under different conditions than
occurred on April 30, 2012.
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ENEL also proposes to install two metal screen guidance curtains downstream from the fishway
entrance to serve as a guidance device for shad searching for an upstream passage route. This
device is limited in length and depth. The fishery agencies have identified that we believe the
long-term solution for ongoing low passage efficiencies at the site would be the construction of
an extended fishway entrance downstream along the river-side tailrace wall to a point below the
turbine upwelling area. Construction of such a device was not going to be possible for this
spring's passage season. The device proposed by ENEL is not expected to result in substantially
improved passage effectiveness, but it may provide some level of passage benefit and could
provide some more information on shad behavior and passage at the project. Therefore, we have
no objection to the device as proposed.

We appreciate the efforts to develop an effective eelway, and look forward to its construction
of improved passage
and operation this year. We also look forward to the implementation
at 603-223-254L
Warner
contact
Mr.
Please
operations protocols at Lowell for this year.
extension 15, or via e-mail at john warner@fws. gov, if you have any questions or need
assistance.
Sincerely yours,

+0

&&

'

Thomas R. Chapman
Supervisor
New England Field Office
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Division o f Marine Fisheries
251 Causeway Street, Suite 400
Boston, Massachusetts 02114
(617)626-1520
fax (617)626-1509

Paul J. Dledati
Director

Deva! Patrick
Governor

l t l A. ] k s ~ s
Secretary
Mary B. Griffla

April 9, 2009

Commi~ioner

Skip Medford
Regulatory Specialis~
E.~ex Conkvany
Enel North America, Inc.
One Tech Drive, Suite 220
Andovef, MA 01810
Re:

Lawrence Hydroelectric Associates (FERC No. 2800-MA)

f.,

*'*

Dear Skip:
In pceperation for the spring 2009 upstream anadromom fish passage see.~n, the Fishery Agencies would
like to provide LHA with advanoe notification of requinxi schedules and operational ~
These
requests, wht~ ere in keeping wi~ the FERC approved Compt~hemive Fish Pessage Plan (as revised in
March 2000), are bein8 made to guanmtee that ruth llfdn8 is conducted vomistently. In addition to emuring
good presage mcccss, 8 comisteat lift schedule is c=itical for collecting a ~ a r a ~ biologi~l and populati~
data on Ameflcan shad end river hcn-ing, as mandated by the Atlantic States Marine Fi~erim Commission
(ASMFC). The requests listed below are only slightly modified from those specified in 2008. We appn~ate
LHA's cooper~io~ in 2008 and seek to a&~re comdinatio~ of fish l ~ a g e ~
for 2009. Reques~ and
clarifications are as follows:
• Ensege attra~ion water of 120 cf~ at 6.~0am each day during the fish presage seeson with the ~
at 8.~0am

lift

• For each day and for the durafio~ of the fish passage season, conduct hourly fish lifts (at a minimum),
with the fit~t lift at 8.'OOamend the la~ lift at 4.'OOpm.
• If hish numbe~ offish are ob~fved in hourly lifts, more frequent liflin8 (e.g, every 30 minute)
shoold be implemented, as determined by on-site Fishery Agency personnel.
• If high numbers offish are observed dm-ing afternoon pes.~m8©operations, fish lifting afl~ 4.'00pro
should be implemented, m determined by on-site Fishery Agency personnel.
• Condu~ fish lifting as des~bed above ~

days per week, including holidays.

• Any reduction in the lifting schedule outlined above must be approved by Caleb Sla~" (MADFW),
Krisle~ Ferry (MADMF) or Kyle Flane~ (USFWS). Under continued high flow condition& when
fish lifting is deemed ineffective by F i ~
Agency ~ 1
listed above, the FisheD, Agencies
will authorize 8 modification or suspemion of the lift ~ e .
• ~nate

project opc=ations end vomtru~on activitieswith the F'~ery Agenciesto emuze ~

monitoring and ~men ~ n d - U e m p ~

m y be ~teqmely Verfom~
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Additionally,as the goal of annual opefafior~ is to facilitate fish passage ul~ive¢, the Fisheries Agencies
r e q u ~ that all fish be immedlately released into the exit channel t~on fiitlng to allow ~ ~
m~
lowered and fished as m u c h a s poss~le between lifts. Approved agencies/programs seeking American shad
f o f ~
(or Irap-and-lransfe¢) ~
shoold t~e the ol~tsltene~ pen for n ~ a i n 8 fish, while
obCainin8 bfoodstock. The Fisheries Agencies will notify these sSencies/pfogran~ of this requested change.
Exceptiom requit~g temporary suspension ofthe hopper in the raised position include (a) intermittent
ASMFC mandated biological samplin8 for American shad conducted by MA Division of Marine Fisheries

(c) ~

~-~

~

({.g~ ~

~ ) .

Provided rive~ flow is amenable end per our dLscu~ioa at the onalte meeting on March 25, 2009, we
aaticipete the target ol~nin8 date fo¢ the fish lift m April 20, 2009. We aho enticil~te en onsite meeting
with LHA in late April---early May 2009 to review options for American eel l~SSaSe with Dr. Alex Ham of
the Conte Anadmmotts Fish Research Center, Turners Falls, MA. Thank you for your cooperation. We look
forward to a successor fLqJH~assageseason.

Sincerely,

g . l q ~ l FIm-y
Aquatic Biologist
Massachmetts Division of Marine Fbheries

Caleb Slatet
Anadromo~ Fish Project Leader
Masmchusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife
The Merrimack River Technical Committee & Advisors
K. Bose, FERC
P. Diodati, M. Armstron& P. Brady, MA DMF
N. Gray, J. Valliere, ME DMR

